
« Design a Nomadic Lifestyle »
Vision Board Workshop

PURPOSE Depending on the theme you prefer to focus on, you'll design a vision board 
featuring your « next bright step »: new job / career / activity, future home / travel / lifestyle or 
dream life / relationship / family. That visual will include the personal, professional, social and 
cultural aspects of a well-rounded vision for a balanced transformation: each participant will come
up with their own customized theme board following the same creative process within a positive 
group dynamics focusing on our inner globe trotter's mindset. 

You will learn from each other, look into yourselves, and have fun while sharing this 
group experience! There will be tea & coffee, insights and breakthroughs, various creative 
supplies such as big sheets of paper, fine point and jumbo markers, pens and pencils, magazines 
with photos and keywords, scissors, tape, color post-it notes... As well as metaphors, symbolic 
representations and narrative coaching techniques, plus fellow attendees!

PROCESS Using cosmopolitan Brussels as our peculiar social connector and your temporary 
location, we will discuss blended identities, traveller's challenges and smart tips, you will learn 
how to laugh about mishaps and cope with "lost in translation" cultural glitches by receiving 
support from peers who can relate to your need of crafting a brighter future.

No artistic talent is needed, just the drive to express your hopes visually, almost 
like with art-therapy, and to share energy with other like-minded citizens of the world who 
discover Brussels. The mix of perspectives within the group will enrich everyone's experience and 
self-development process. You may even make new friends along the way... Let's meet! Explore! 
Enjoy! 

FACILITATOR Isabelle Gillet is the founder of HEMISPHERES, which is named after the common 
point between our brains and the world, as she is a cross-cultural intelligence expert trainer and 
trilingual clinical anthropologist with 25 years of international experience (BE/EU/US). Isabelle 
works as a certified expat & gifted coach and professional supervisor for fellow citizens of the 
world, serial learners and global nomads who, in turn, act as human connectors in their own 
sector. She teaches leadership soft skills, symbolic creativity and narrative practices, and also 
facilitates workshops & support groups in FR/EN/PT in the meeting space she manages in Brussels, 
focusing on identity, talents and confidence enhancement.

DETAILS The workshop will be conducted in Brussels (just 3km from NATO, 5km from the EU, 
8km from the airport!) in HEMISPHERES private practice's group meeting room (brand new 
apartment with outdoor terrace and equipped kitchen) where you will be warmly welcomed with 
tea & coffee before we all get to know each other over a brief storytelling dice or projective card 
game, which will ignite creative thinking and intuition. Then everyone will craft their own vision 
board using pictures, colors and keywords (for you to keep). BOOKINGS: www.hemispheres.link 

http://www.hemispheres.link/

